Don't let your race to the cloud be at the expense of your enterprise security. Sustainable growth is built on strong foundations – so follow our three simple steps to put security at the front of your multi-cloud strategy.

**STEP 1: ASSESSMENT**

- **BETTER VISIBILITY**
  - Conduct a thorough cloud and security gap assessment
  - Develop a roadmap to address vulnerabilities before migration
  - Consider controls at application level, and across data storage and access management

**STEP 2: MIGRATION**

- **MORE CONTROL**
  - Build target environments in advance for testing and simulation
  - Execute the cloud migration using proven framework, tools and scripts
  - Implement the security solution architecture and configure the controls including endpoint security, vulnerability and incident management

**STEP 3: MANAGEMENT**

- **GREATER GROWTH**
  - Address in-house skills gap with an experienced cloud and security partner
  - Draw on ITIL-based processes and security best practice to maintain effective and secure operations
  - Conduct 24/7/365 proactive monitoring for incident management and mitigation

OPERATIONALIZE YOUR CLOUD STRATEGY WITH SECURITY AND NETWORK FACTORED IN WITH TATA COMMUNICATIONS

Our Secure Managed Cloud Services help enterprises build and operate an efficient hybrid multi-cloud environment, with security and network requirements factored in. Our proven, secure-by-design approach goes right from assessing your infrastructure for cloud readiness and security risk profiling, through migration of workloads and extending the right security policies, all the way to managing routine security. Recognised by industry leaders and analysts alike, we’ll secure your cloud transformation at every step through:

- A fully-owned, security-checked journey
- A results-oriented, predictable service
- Built-in resilience to ever-evolving cloud security issues
- Secured connections to major public clouds

GAIN THE UNIFIED CLOUD EXPERIENCE.

Free cloud security assessment

For more information, visit us at www.tatacommunications.com
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